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The 1975 renewal of the Hambletonian had several things going for it. 
There was a nationwide television audience, the first parimutuel betting in 
DuQuoin, and it was the 50th renewal of harness racing’s greatest race.

It also became one of the most thrilling events in the history of the Hamble-
tonian. The undisputed favorite was Bonefish, the handsome son of Nevele 
Pride—Exciting Speed, owned by the A. M. Cuddy Stable of Canada and Mr. 
and Mrs. Stanley Dancer. The Dancers and the Cuddys had sold Bonefish to 
Castleton Farm of Lexington, Ky., prior to the race and a $1 million tag rode 
on Bonefish’s nose throughout the day. The pressure was clearly on Dancer 
from the word “go.”

The crowd was buzzing aplenty when Bonefish, in the words of trainer 
Dancer, “just went bad a heat” to be ninth in the first heat, which was trotted 
in 1:59 by outsider Yankee Bambino and young Walter Ross.

The second heat was won by Noble Rogue and Jimmy Arthur, trotting in 

1:592 over Yankee Bambino and Bonefish, who made a late, but impressive 
rally. The day was growing old, but the field had set it up for Bonefish to win if 
he could go the distance.

Carefully prepped by Dancer, Bonefish was ready to assume his favorite 
role by the time the third heat rolled around and his cruising 2:003 win in the 
third heat foretold his eventual victory, but not without the struggle of his life.

Bonefish, Yankee Bambino, and Noble Rogue all reappeared for the fourth 
and decisive heat, only the sixth time in history the race had gone that distance.

 Three tough, tired and game trotters answered the call for the final. And 
in a stretch battle that might have come out of a Hollywood script, Bonefish 
prevailed by a scant nose. Yankee Bambino showed he was dead game and 
gave it a marvelous try. It was victory number three for Dancer in trotting’s num-
ber one event and another vindication of his supreme training and driving skill.

 

from a traditional Wednesday race day at Goshen and DuQuoin to Saturday.

Bambino (who was second beaten by a nose) would ever race again.

heat.
th winner sired by a Kentucky stallion; Pennsylvania also 

has a record 30 through 1995 (Tagliabue).

BONEFISH, b c, Nevele Pride—Exciting Speed, by Speedster SONGFLORI, Florican—Ami Song, by Victory Song
Driver: Stanley Dancer     Driver: Delvin Miller
Owner: S. & R. Dancer and A. M. Cuddy Stable    Owner: Messinger Stable, D. Miller and J. Simpson, Sr. . . . 5   5   2   ro
Breeder: Stoner Creek Stud, KY
Groom: Chet Dentler      SUREFIRE HANOVER,  Hickory Smoke—Spritely Way, by Star’s Pride 
Sale History: $27,000 yearling purchase at Tattersalls Sale. . .9   2   1   1 Driver: Ron Dancer
       Owner: Mrs. Stanley Dancer and Rose Hild Breeding Farm. . . 2   9   7   ro
YANKEE BAMBINO, Hickory Pride—Yankee Dutchess, by Duke of  
Lullwater       
Driver: Walter Ross      
Owner: Philip and Mary Roux . . . 1   4   3   2   

NOBLE ROGUE, Noble Victory—Bertha Sampson, by Sampson Hanover
Driver: Jimmy Arthur
Owner: K. D. Owen . . . 3   1   9   3

     

Also competed: Meadow Bright 11-3-5, Fashion Blaze 12-11-14, Noble Tryst 
6-8-6, Spearmint 8-6-8, Glasgow 4-7-dr, Exclusive Way 7-10-dr, Ways to Win 
10-12-dr, Jubilee Triton 13-13-dr.     

  
TIME BY QUARTERS: 

1/4 1/2 3/4 MILE

:282 :581 1:282 1:59
:282 :572 1:28 1:592

:292 1:01 1:31 2:003

:29 1:024 1:34 2:024


